KINGSTON INDUSTRIAL
Leading supplier of Industrial Machinery and Equipment in PNG.

K.K. Kingston Limited is committed to serving the needs of the growing Resource and Construction Sectors in Papua New Guinea

- Equipment Hire
- Workshop Supplies
- Engineering Supplies
- Power tools
- Compressors & Gensets
- Maintenance Repair & Operation
- Safety Equipment
- Welding & Gas Equipment
- Lifting & Handling Equipment
- Elevated Work Platforms
- Cleaning Equipment
- Rotomoulded Products

With Compliments from
Our business is strong - because of our people. We are proud to present to you our Kingston Industrial Team who have represented some of the world’s leading companies and products.

The knowledge and expertise that our team brings to you, is what really sets us above our competitors.

Paul Jackson - Industrial Division Manager
Paul brings to the Team over 17 years of managerial experience working in the Industrial, manufacturing and retail sectors in Papua New Guinea as well as extensive international experience gained in the UK, Australia and Indonesia. Paul has a strong customer service focus ensuring that the team are providing the best products available with unparallel service delivery.

Andrew Olsen - National Service and Hire Manager
Andrew has 15 years experience with a leading Australian Hire company. He has gained valuable technical and management experience within the industry including obtaining Industry wide certification and training certificates.

Paul Muddle - National Technical Welding Manager
Paul has an enviable reputation amongst his peers in the welding industry having spent over 30 years with Lincoln Electric and brings his technical expertise to the team.

Bradley James – National Sales Manager
Hailing from Johannesburg, South Africa, Bradley brings 16 years of sales and management experience, offering an extensive range of skills that includes product knowledge and sales training.

Llewellyn Wepener,
Northern Region Branch Manager - Lae
Llewellyn has been in the South African construction and plant hire industry for over 15 years and has the ability to understand clients needs in a range of industries.

John Kehali – Operations Manager - Lae
John brings a wealth of experience in technical welding, gas manufacturing and equipment distribution. He has supported the construction and resource sector with welding, safety and general industrial and engineering supplies at Kingston Industrial for over 20 years.

Justin Watson – Sales Manager - Lae
Justin brings to the Team a strong commercial knowledge supported by excellent sales skills, focusing on good customer service and service delivery.
About Kingston Industrial

Kingston Industrial (KI) is committed to serving the needs of the growing Resource and Construction Sectors in Papua New Guinea. Kingston Industrial is a division of KK Kingston Ltd, a PNG company serving your industry since 1972.

Our Commitment to our clients is to continue to improve standards of quality and service by selecting, supplying and servicing the best quality products and providing timely and experienced support from our dedicated team of professionals.

Our services - Sale - Hire - Service
Whether you are looking for new equipment for purchase, need to hire a machine for the short-term or need your machinery maintained or serviced, our team of professionals will help you find the right solution for your project. We are delighted to introduce you to KI’s expanded range of services and key products, for Sale, Hire and Service.

The KI Management Team

Ken Keina – Hire Manager - Lae
Over 15 years of hire experience in PNG, Ken has progressed his career from counter sales to his current position as Manager. Ken sees his role as operating our hire business with an emphasis on customer service that is second to none..

Leo Biggs – Southern Region Branch Manager
Leo brings to the Team a wealth of experience with leading companies in Queensland, Australia. Leo is responsible for the Industrial sales and equipment Hire in Port Moresby and the Southern region.

Mathew Keleb - Sales Manager - Pom
With 24 years Industrial sales experience and 22 of those years with Kingston Industrial we are lucky to have Mathew who is known in the Industry and treated as a reliable source of expertise. An all rounder who can offer our valued customers a high level of service unmatched in Port Moresby.

Chris Gaveva, Service Manager - Pom
10 years of Mines (Ok Tedi and Lihir) experience in the Electrical Field, Including overseas with CAPS Australia in air compressors and power generation equipment. Then KKKingston Industrial for 6 years in the roles of Service Technician, Supervisor and now Service Manager.

Charles Changei - Equipment Sales Manager
Having been with KK Kingston for over 8 years Charles understands the expectations and standards within Kingston Industrial and as such upholds them with his equipment sales. A certified Elevated work Platform Operator and with regular workshops with JLG, Charles is the right person to answer your questions and provide the necessary equipment solutions for your project.

Visit our Showrooms or contact us today
industrialsales@kingston.com.pg

Lae Head Office
Milfordhaven Road
ph: 472 2745

Port Moresby Office
Ahuia Street, Gordons
ph: 325 6083
KI Quality Product Range

It’s no good having a world-class team without the world’s best range of quality products! KI has always believed in selling the best range of reputable and respected global brands, quality products from world leading suppliers – for a value-for-money price. Whether it’s a small spanner for automotive repair or a large slogging wrench we can supply it. If you need a single tool or a complete boxed set - we can supply it. **If we don’t have the equipment you need in stock we will source it and supply it quickly and efficiently.**

- Workshop Tools, Supplies & Equipment
- Engineering Tools, Supplies & Equipment
- Hand, Air & Power Tools
- Compressors & Generators
- Light Towers
- Safety Wear, Safety Signage & PPE Products
- Hoists, Lifting & Handling Equipment
- Elevated Work Platforms
- Welding & Gas Equipment
- High Pressure Cleaning Equipment
- Lubrication Supplies & Equipment
- Industrial Cleaning Products
- Filters & Regulators
- Line Marking Equipment
- Cutting & Grinding Equipment
- Sealants, Fasteners & Abrasives
- Airline and Fuel Hoses & Couplings
- Multi-Meters & Measuring Tools
- Wide Range of Rotomould Products
- Metal & Woodwork Machinery

Our Premium Brands

Our premium brand names include the following, however this list is by no means comprehensive yet it will give you a taste of what we can offer.

**PETRO CUBE.. Why choose a PETRO Cube?**
- 110% Secondary Contained Self Bunded Tank
- All fittings, hoses, pumps, nozzles, dispensing points are located within the bunded area.
- PETRO Cubes are tested to the UN recommendations on the transportation of Dangerous Goods, 13th Edition, and meet the requirements of the Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road & Rail section 6.5.
DOOSAN are the world’s largest supplier of small construction equipment provides people with electrical power, desalinated drinking water, construction equipment, advanced machinery, defense supplies, houses, highways and bridges, chemical processing equipment and industrial engines. Doosan Generator Diesel Engine varies from industrial to non industrial grade diesel engines. It manufacturers durable engines of all outputs, develop and provide engines for various purposes such as electric power, pumps and compressors.

Ingersoll Rand Air Compressors, Air Hoists, Winches and Air Tools meet the most demanding industrial needs. Where non-electric hoists and winches are required in oil, gas and other critical applications Ingersoll Rand products meet the standards. Ingersoll Rand’s air tools have been the industry standard for many years providing heavy duty reliable operation in almost every type of application.

LINCOLN ELECTRIC is a market leader well known in PNG for reliable robust machines. Lincoln Diesel mobile welders have held a substantial market share for many years and are a preferred machine for pipeline and construction contractors. Lincoln also offer a comprehensive range of MMA, MIG, TIG, and Submerged Arc technology all built to be robust and meet the challenges of the construction environment.

ESAB a world leader in welding equipment and consumables. ESAB has a strong position in the PNG market especially in consumables having been distributed by KK Kingston Ltd for almost 20 years and supported by strong technical advice from ESAB. ESAB offers a highly reliable range of AC transformer machines through MIG, TIG, Inverter and Rectifier technology.

Flextool No construction site would be complete without the Flextool range. Vibrating plate compactors, rammers, all part of the Flextool range. As well as the largest and most widely used range of Flextool is concrete vibrators and rotary trowel finishing machines. Flextool well known in PNG and Australia for most reliable and robust machines.
**JLG Elevated Work Platforms.** JLG are the world's leader in Elevated Work Access equipment and need no introduction to people in the construction and maintenance industry. In addition, JLG's range of Telehandlers up to 4 Tons capacity provides versatility and reliability in handling everything from leveling the construction site to handling pallets through to a crane. With onboard load monitoring systems that ensure safe and accident free operation these machines present the optimum choice in versatility.

**JLG Light Towers** are Australia's largest selling and most economical lighting towers. Powered by the highly reliable and economical Kubota engine and using Sylvania metal halide light units, they give maximum light output at the lowest operating costs. Solidly constructed trailers endure the tough terrain conditions of construction and mine sites.

**Tropic Power Generators - Small.** The Heavy Duty range of Generators ideal for Telecommunication, Industrial, Commercial and Residential application. This range of generator represents your largest power source available with a Diesel driven engine. These units can also be synchronized to act as a small power plant.

**Equipment Specifications:**
- 2.4KW - 5.KW models available
- Gasoline and Diesel Run Generators

**Tropic Power Generators - Large**
The Heavy Duty range of Generators ideal for Telecommunication, Industrial, Commercial and Residential application. This range of generator represents your largest power source available with a Diesel driven engine. These units can also be synchronized to act as a small power plant.

**Equipment Specifications:**
- 50Hz and 60Hz models available
- 3-Phase & Single Phase supply available

**Metabo** make heavy duty, German quality power tools. Renowned for their quality and long service life, many incorporate safety features not found in other makes of power tools protecting both the operator and the tool itself. Whether it's a drilling machine, grinder, saw or hammer drill, Metabo have an unsurpassed range.
**HITACHI**

**POWER TOOLS**

**Hitachi Power Tools** are a market leader around the world. Their range of woodwork power tools, construction hammer drills, grinders, cutoff saws and pneumatic nail guns are tough, reliable machines which meet the challenges of the industrial and construction industry.

**SATA**

**SATA** is a new brand to the PNG market. Produced by Danaher Corporation one of the worlds leaders in hand tools it provides a high quality range of tools at very competitive prices. After market testing in PNG for 1½ years we have every confidence that SATA will grow to become market leader in mechanics hand tools.

**Kincrome**

**Kincrome** is the market leader in Australia in mechanics and other industrial hand tools and workshop equipment. Whether it’s a small ¼ inch drive socket or a 1 inch drive impact socket, a spanner or any other tool you can be sure Kincrome quality will be the highest. Available in single tools through to large comprehensive sets, the range on offer is vast.

**Sutton**

**Sutton** manufacture high speed steel drills, taps, dies, milling cutters, hole saws, slot drills, reamers and many more engineers cutting tools. Of the highest quality, whether in Sutton, P&N or Frost brands these tools will retain their cutting capabilities in the heaviest applications. They are the first choice by engineers and machinists through Australia and PNG.

**Falcon**

**Falcon** produces drill bits, cutting tools and grinding discs for power tools. Owned by a leading German company but produced in Taiwan these products incorporate the same quality standards the Germans are renowned for but they sell at very competitive prices.
You need it? We Source it, Supply it & Service it.

Our in-house supply chain expertise coupled with an extensive network of global suppliers means we have the capability to find what you need and supply it quickly and efficiently. Newcrest Mining came to us when they needed to source a specific model and brand of compressor not available in PNG. We had an existing relationship with this supplier so were able to get our customer the exact specifications they required, quickly, and at the right price.

Is there anything you’re struggling to source for your business? Talk to our team today.

Case Study

Gerni is a division of the Nilfisk-Advance group, which is one of the world’s leading manufacturer of professional cleaning equipment. With manufacturing facilities in 38 countries around the world, Gerni produce a vast range of quality high pressure washers vacuum, cleaners and floor care equipment.

Alemite produces a wide range of lubrication equipment for the maintenance workshop and, on-board lubrication solutions for large construction equipment. Whether your requirements are for a simple grease gun or a complete fluid handling system, Alemite have the equipment.

Macnaught Designs and manufactures a wide range of high quality equipment for the lubrication and fluid transfer industries including grease pumps and guns, oil pumps and guns, fuel pumps, hose reels and flow meters. These products are sold into the agricultural, industrial, automotive, mining, aviation and marine industries around the world. Macnaught has built a strong reputation for designing and manufacturing innovative, high quality, durable products that are well supported with technical advice and service.

Holytek design and manufacture specialized woodworking and finishing machinery, tools and accessories. Holytec’s heavy duty machinery includes lathes, table saws, end saws, band saws, rip saws, planers, grinders and jointers. They’re also a world-wide supplier of specialty multifunction wood processing machines.
Master Lock have been known in PNG as suppliers of premium quality and assistance and to honour all requests relating to safes, keys and locks in PNG. Master Lock also has the latest technology and the most advanced tools in the industry to provide superior levels of services. We are highly trained to resolve any key or lock setbacks you may experience.

Fluke multimeters and other electrical test meters are synonymous throughout the world as robust, reliable and accurate equipment. Whether your requirements are for a simple multimeter, an infrared scanning temperature probe, or a multimeter with a built in logging feature with thermal imaging, Fluke have the right instrument for the job.

Lanotec Australia produces a range of lanolin and citrus based products for Commercial, Industrial and Domestic use. Lanotec wide range of products are a safer, environmentally sound solution for many applications including: rust protection, lubrication, anti-seize, releasing agent, timber treatment, penetrant, food grade grease, wire rope lube, anti- spatter, cleaner and degreaser. Lanotec products are widely used by professionals in a variety of industries.

Signet is a leading manufacturer of Industrial Marking & Coding Products, Stretch film and Plastics. Signet products include Spot marking, Fluro and 360 degree sprays, specialist geo sprays, steel color coding sprays, block chalks and crayons, XDO ink and other specialist ink products. Their products cater for the Manufacturing, Construction & Mining, Agriculture & Forestry, Retail and Healthcare industries. As well as Offices and Schools.

Safety and Tuffa Workwear - We stock a comprehensive range of PPE and safety products from ProChoice, all compliant with the relevant Australian Standards. Our extensive range of safety gear is designed to perform in the toughest conditions. Our workwear is manufactured to the same standards as the best Australian products – fabrics resist shrinkage and fading and are available in a range of colors including HiVis. Tapes are 3M brand and retain their reflective qualities.
PNG LNG needed uniforms to cater for over 1000 staff soon to be deployed in the field. The uniforms had to be able to cope with the harsh operating environment and working requirements. We provided PNG LNG with an end to end solution quickly and efficiently. Using our in-house supply chain expertise we sourced over 1000 uniforms to specification of cut, colour, material quality, insect protection and size breakup. Our in-house embroidery then branded every uniform before being pressed, packed and delivered. Give us a call today and see how we can help with your staff safety and work wear.

**Case Study**

**Insect Shield** uses a man-made version of a natural repellent found in certain types of chrysanthemum flowers. Invisible, odorless protection that’s built right into clothing & gear. Insect Shield’s patent-pending process and propriety formulation secures the active ingredient to the fabric fibers.

**Embroidery and Branding**
Customise your work wear and PPE and set your workforce apart from the rest! We are able to offer a wide range of customisation services including embroidery and custom colour pad printing on Safety helmets to make sure that your staff stands out from the crowd. Contact us to discuss your needs and discover our range of branding applications.

*Contact us for tailor made workwear branding solutions....*

**Safety Footwear and socks**
KI leads the market with our dependable range of Howler and Steel Blue industrial footwear. We stock a range of shoes and boots that incorporate Dual Density PU Soles and do not suffer with hydrolysis as do other makes.

These boots have the widest “last” (fitting) and toe cap in the world which provides exceptional comfort to even the widest feet – which is a particular need in PNG!

Available in elastic side, lace up, high and low ankle, with and without padding, in various colors and in both men’s and women’s styles. Our Tuffa socks also provide great comfort and help to prolong the life the boot as well promoting healthy feet.

You can see our range in our Lae and Port Moresby Retail Centres or contact our experienced team to discuss your needs.
Embroidery and Branding

Customise your workwear and PPE and set your workforce apart from the rest! We are able to offer a wide range of customisation services including embroidery and custom colour pad printing on safety helmets to make sure that your staff stands out from the crowd. Contact us to discuss your needs and discover our range of branding applications.

Contact us for tailor-made workwear branding solutions.

PNG LNG needed uniforms to cater for over 1000 staff soon to be deployed in the field. The uniforms had to be able to cope with the harsh operating environment and working requirements. We provided PNG LNG with an end-to-end solution quickly and efficiently. Using our in-house supply chain expertise, we sourced over 1000 uniforms to specification of cut, colour, material quality, insect protection, and size breakup. Our in-house embroidery then branded every uniform before being pressed, packed, and delivered. Give us a call today and see how we can help with your staff safety and workwear.

Insect Shield

Uses a man-made version of a natural repellent found in certain types of chrysanthemum flowers. Invisible, odorless protection that's built right into clothing & gear. Insect Shield's patent-pending process and propriety formulation secures the active ingredient to the fabric fibers.

Case Study

Safety Footwear and socks

KI leads the market with our dependable range of Howler and Steel Blue industrial footwear. We stock a range of shoes and boots that incorporate Dual Density PU Soles and do not suffer with hydrolysis as do other makes.

These boots have the widest "last" (fitting) and toe cap in the world, which provides exceptional comfort to even the widest feet—which is a particular need in PNG!

Available in elastic side, lace up, high and low ankle, with and without padding, in various colors and in both men’s and women’s styles. Our Tuffa socks also provide great comfort and help to prolong the life of the boot as well promoting healthy feet.

You can see our range in our Lae and Port Moresby Retail Centres or contact our experienced team to discuss your needs.

Over 1000 uniforms delivered to PNG LNG
Kingston Hire

Wide Range of Top Brands
Our ever-growing range of products for Hire includes quality brands such as Denyo, Sullair, Flextool, JLG and Ingersoll Rand.

Flexible, Customised Contracts
KI can customise contracts and agreements to what you need – whether you need something for one day or long term contract with on site service facilities, training or technical assistance let us know.

We source and Supply
If we don’t have the equipment you need for Hire in stock, we will source it and supply it quickly and efficiently.

Contact our experienced customer service team to discuss your needs. We’re sure you’ll be surprised by what we can offer.

Our Hire Range includes:
• Compressors both portable and stationary, electric, lubricated or oil free
• Generators, both large and small.
• Diesel & Electric Welding Equipment
• Elevated Work Access Equipment and Light Towers
• Concrete finishing equipment
• Material handling equipment (Tele Handlers).
• Pressure washers
• Light compaction equipment
• Rammers
• Plate compactors
• Jack Hammers both Electric and Pneumatic
• Electric tooling equipment

We’re always adding to our Hire Fleet to satisfy our customer’s needs.

So let us know what you need today.
Wide Range of Top Brands

Our ever-growing range of products for Hire includes quality brands such as Denyo, Sullair, Flextool, JLG and Ingersoll Rand.

Flexible, Customised Contracts

KI can customise contracts and agreements to what you need – whether you need something for one day or long term contract with on site service facilities, training or technical assistance let us know.

We source and Supply

If we don’t have the equipment you need for Hire in stock, we will source it and supply it quickly and efficiently. Contact our experienced customer service team to discuss your needs. We’re sure you’ll be surprised by what we can offer.

Our Hire Range includes:

- Compressors both portable and stationary, electric, lubricated or oil free
- Generators, both large and small.
- Diesel & Electric Welding Equipment
- Elevated Work Access Equipment and Light Towers
- Concrete finishing equipment
- Material handling equipment (Tele Handlers).
- Pressure washers
- Light compaction equipment
- Rammers
- Plate compactors
- Jack Hammers both Electric and Pneumatic
- Electric tooling equipment

We’re always adding to our Hire Fleet to satisfy our customer’s needs. So let us know what you need today.

KI Service

The KI Service Department has recently been expanded and is now ready to provide maintenance, service and support for the equipment that we sell and hire to ensure the continuous and reliable operation of your equipment.

Our new Service Management is supported by new and highly qualified technicians from overseas as well as PNG nationals who are ready to support you with round the clock professional services.

The team of support personnel includes technicians and specialists in all equipment types, including centrifugal compressors, refrigeration dryers, welding equipment and diesel engine specialists for portable compressors and generators.

We utilise our global network of suppliers to keep our team up to date with the best practices for maintenance and repair of our equipment.

Our Commitment: To bring value to our customers and provide the best Aftermarket Service possible.

This will be via our well trained and highly qualified technicians using genuine spare parts and quality consumables.

Service Workshops: Our two main workshops are in Port Moresby and Lae.

S-3 Remote Workshops: These units are perfect for equipment maintenance requirements.

Our Aftermarket Products & Services include:

- Preventative Maintenance Agreements
- Service Repair
- Local Stocking of genuine spare parts
- Lubricants and Consumables
- Equipment & Power Installation
- Compressed Air System Audits and Energy Savings Consultations

Service Workshops - Lae and Pom
KK Kingston Retail Centres

The best way to find what you need is to come and visit our retail centres in Lae and Port Moresby. Our retail centres stock a comprehensive range of tools and equipment, clothing and chemical products.

Port Moresby
Poreporena Freeway, Gordons
Ph: (675) 325 6083

Our friendly customer service staff will be able to advise you on the best solutions and tools for the job at hand, or refer you on to the right Sales Representative for more complex needs!

Lae
Milfordhaven Road, Lae
Ph: (675) 472 2745

Visit our Showrooms or contact us today
industrialsales@kingston.com.pg

Lae Head Office
Milfordhaven Road
ph: 472 2745

Port Moresby Office
Ahua Street, Gordons
ph: 325 6083
K.K. Kingston Limited
Divisional Businesses can offer you More.
Talk to us Today.

K.K Kingston Ltd.
is a leader in the
manufacture of plastics,
inustrial chemicals,
paper, cooking oil &
consumer goods.

K.K. Kingston has stayed
true to its roots & continues
to supply machine tools,
safety equipment,
engineering, construction &
other industrial products to
PNG’s Industrial sector.
KI Contacts

General Sales
Email: industrialsales@kingston.com.pg

Industrial Division Manager – Paul Jackson
Email: paul.jackson@kingston.com.pg

Southern Region Sales Manager – Leo Biggs
Email: leo_biggs@kingston.com.pg

National Service and Hire Manager – Andrew Olsen
Email: andrew_olsen@kingston.com.pg

National Technical Welding Manager – Paul Muddle
Email: paul_muddle@kingston.com.pg

Northern Region Sales Manager
Llewellyn Wepener - Email: llewellyn_wepener@kingston.com.pg

Sales Manager, Port Moresby - Mathew Keleb
Email: mathew_keleb@kingston.com.pg

Service Manager, Port Moresby - Chris Gaveva
Email: chris_gaveva@kingston.com.pg

Industrial Equipment Sales Manager - Charles Changei
Email: charles_changei@kingston.com.pg

National Sales Manager - Bradley James
Email: bradley_james@kingston.com.pg

Operations Manager (Lae) - John Kehali
Email: john_kehali@kingston.com.pg

Hire Manager (Lae) - Ken Keina
Email: ken_keina@kingston.com.pg

Industrial Sales Manager (Lae) - Justin Watson
Email: justin_watson@kingston.com.pg

Head Office
PO Box 1104 Lae 411
Papua New Guinea
Phone (675) 472 2745
Fax (675) 472 6175

Port Moresby Office
PO Box 6860 Boroko NCD
Papua New Guinea
Phone (675) 325 6083
Fax (675) 325 0728